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Trucking in the construction industry

AIMING FOR LOW CPK WITH RELIABILITY & SAFETY

The major enemy is DOWNTIME

Any vehicle & equipment is only as good as the sum of 
its parts



SG – Specific gravity

• Body size is not the final answer – it’s the mass/cubic 

metre (the SG) of material not the volume that counts

• 10m3 dry sand – (SG = 1200kg/m3) of material not 

the volume that counts = 12,000kg

• 10m3 manganese – (SG = 6000kg/m3) of material 

not the volume that counts = 60,000kg

?

Plaster Sand 



Manufacturer’s data plate rules

here are the meanings for the symbols on the data plate:

GCM Gross combination mass - manufacturers rating
D / T Permissible combination mass - legal rating
GVM Gross vehicle mass - manufacturers rating

V Permissible vehicle mass - legal rating
GA 1 Manufacturers all up operational front axle rating
A 1 Permissible (legal) all up operational front axle rating

GA 2 Manufacturers all up operational rear axle rating
A 2 Permissible (legal) all up operational rear axle rating

P / D Power (Dryfkrag) - kW
T Complete vehicle tare with body and accessories excluding payload

NO ONE MAY ALTER A DATA PLATE TO SUIT THE CIRCUMSTANCES – THESE FIGURES ARE CAST IN 

STONE



Manufacturer’s data plate rules

• Data plate details both manufacturer & legal axle limits

• This is the benchmark for road traffic inspectorate, warranty & 

court actions

GCM P / D GVM

D / T T V

GA 1 GA 2 GA 3

A 1 A 2 A 3

 Any symbol with the letter ‘G’ is a rating provided by the truck manufacturer

 Any symbol with the letter ‘A ‘ is the permissible (legal) rating for that vehicle

 Except for P/D all the digits relate to kilograms

ISUZU FYH DATA PLATE 
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. Maximum axle masses on single tyres ( Regulation 240) are:

Single tyres on a steered axle limit the axle  

to a maximum permissible of 7700kg  

Single tyres on a non-steered axle limit the  

axle to a maximum permissible of 8000kg 

Single tyres on a steered axle unit (as equipping a 

8 X 4 freight carrier) thus limit an axle unit to 

15400kg

Single tyres on a non-steered axle unit (as equipping a 

semi-trailer) thus limit the axle unit to 16000kg
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. Maximum axle masses on dual tyres ( Regulation 240) are:

A single axle equipped with dual tyres limits 

the axle to a maximum permissible of 

9000kg 

A tandem axle unit axle unit equipped 

with dual tyres (as on a 6 X 4 drive axle 

or semi-trailer) is limited to 18000kg
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Axle mass on a 3-axle unit – whether equipped with dual 
or single tyre is the same – 24000kg:

Maximum permissible = 24000kg

Maximum permissible = 24000kg

Maximum permissible = 24000kg



THE BRIDGE FORMULA Regulation 241 (1) (2) & (3)

THE PURPOSE OF THE BRIDGE FORMULA:
PROTECTION OF SOUTH AFRICA ‘S BRIDGES 
AGAINST EXCESSIVE CONCENTRATION OF MASS
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The Bridge Formula restricts the number of 
axles within a specified distance to spread 
the stresses imposed on a bridge span



THE BRIDGE FORMULA Regulation 241 (1) (2) & (3)
Here is the formula:
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The Road Traffic Act (RTA) & Regulations

• 2100kg x distance (in metres & tenths of a metre) between the 

centres of extreme axles of any group of axles plus 18000 = max 

permissible combination mass with a final maximum of 56000kg 

(Regulations  236 & 237)



THE BRIDGE FORMULA Regulation 241 (1) (2) & (3)
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Where axle units are involved 

measurement are taken from 

the centre of the extreme 

axle in the axle unit and not 

the centre of the axle unit



THE BRIDGE FORMULA Regulation 241 (1) (2) & (3) 
It is not only vehicle combinations that the Bridge Formula affects
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Outside axle distance is critical on a 8 X 4 unit - Bridge 
Formula is the limiting factor to achieve max axle mass

To get to 33t GVM / V -15t on steer axle and 18t on drive axles – the axle 
extremity must be at least 7,5m apart

ISUZU has 

calculated V

to 31650 

based on 

Bridge 

Formula



THE BRIDGE FORMULA Regulation 241 (1) (2) & (3)
Here are typical dimensions and axle masses affecting a 7-axle 
interlink rig – the maximum axle masses cannot be achieved
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The Bridge Formula restricts a 7-axle interlink to 56t –

prosecution guidelines (not a Regulation) allow a 2%

additional grace on GCM
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THE BRIDGE FORMULA



Abnormal loads in construction
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Abnormal load transport is a specialist subject and is dealt with under a guideline 

‘TRH 11 DIMENSIONAL AND MASS LIMITATIONS AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS FOR 

ABNORMAL LOAD VEHICLES’ - 8th Edition August 2009



Critical Component Power-take-off

PTO design that is -

 Engine dependent – the demand for hydraulic power is at full torque while the vehicle is on the

move. The PTO is driven by engine power directly from an engine camshaft or crankshaft. A truck

mounted concrete mixer unit is typical of this application

 Clutch dependent – the demand for hydraulic power is intermittent when the vehicle is stationary.

The PTO is connected to the rear end of the transmission, or on the side of the gearbox, on the

countershaft. A tip truck, or truck mounted crane, are the most common in this application.



Critical Component Power-take-off

Effective PTO operation requires an engine to run at around 1 000 rpm. 

Steady engine r/min requires a speed engine governor that not only controls the idle speed and maximum 

r/min, but any intermediate engine r/min between those two. The engine governor must be changed if it 

cannot consistently handle intermediate speeds.

Where a PTO is used for pumping operations it can encounter shock loads if the material being pumped is

inconsistent, such as slurry material that contains lumps. The maximum torque output of the PTO must

allow for any shock loading.

PTO’s employed in pumping / hydraulic operations for long periods should be fitted with an oil cooler – this

will prolong the life of the component and transmission seals.

Consider the use of fail-safe devices such as coupling PTO engagement to the vehicle

handbrake. This means that the PTO will only operate with the handbrake engaged, and

the PTO is automatically disengaged when the handbrake is released.



Hydraulics

 Off-standard hydraulic fluid – ‘30% of the oils sampled in a recent survey

were off standard. This meant no conformance to the specification on the

packaging, using an incorrect base oil, with incorrect additive levels and

viscosity modifiers

 600C – the breakpoint for hydraulic efficiency. Winter is not far away now.

We may not be too worried about rising oil temperatures, but the fact is, any

industrial hydraulic system running higher than 600C (140 degrees Fahrenheit)

is too hot. Consider that for every 10-degree increase in temperature above

60 degrees, the life of the oil is cut in half. Systems that operate at high

temperatures can produce sludge and varnish, which result in the sticking of

valve spools.



Lockable 3rd differential

6 X 4 driveline with inter-axle differential – additional off-road traction

 The inter-axle differential removes the ‘fight’ between the 2 drive axles as they travel at 

differing speeds – the absence between of a differential between these two axles would result 

in prop-shaft wind-up.

 The inter-axle differential can be locked up on 

loose surfaces for extra traction – one wheel on 

each axle will then turn with a positive drive to 

both axles – STOP to engage/disengage



Litres (10% average fleet engine size) X hours X numbers in fleet = litres lost

It’s a simple equation that is glossed over in daily operations. 
An idling diesel engine consumes fuel at the rate of ± 10% of its displacement per hour. 

A 9.8 litre diesel engine’s idling fuel consumption is around 0.98 (1) litres per hour. Cutting back on engine idling for just one hour 
every day has the following a multiplier effect on fuel savings –

Idle trucks idling - #1 waste

Per day – 1 litres
Per 6 day week – 1 X 6 = 6litres
Per 50 week year – 6 X 50 =  300 litres / year
300 litres @ R15.00/liter = R4 500 saving 

100 strong fleet for one year 

30,000 litres @ R15,00 

= R450,000 lost  to the bottom line
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Oil consumption

It is not distance (km travelled) that provides the best benchmark. Only fuel 

consumption – the indicator of how an engine works – is the best ratio benchmark 

for oil consumption, especially in the construction industry

 Total oil top-up litres : total fleet fuel consumption litres

 Per vehicle oil top up litres : per vehicle fuel consumption litres

 0,6% = national average (0,6 of one litre oil for every 100 litres diesel fuel)

 Exceeding 1,0% indicates pending mechanical failure / fraud

No name brand monograde SAE 30 & modern common rail 

engines do not match – monogrades have inadequate viscosity 

range & additive pack for high tolerance/high injection pressure 

engines



Oil consumption & TBN

What is TBN? This is the TOTAL BASE NUMBER inherent in every lubricant specification

TBN is the ability of the lubricant package to resist acid attack – A lubricant with a TBN 

value of 13 will last longer in service and protect engine components than a lubricant 

with a value of 7

Why in the construction industry 

 Much engine idling – bad for service intervals and lube additive packs

 Operating environment – water & contamination

 It is not the price of oil but the cost of lubrication that counts

THERE ARE NO ENFORCEABLE LUBE STANDARDS IN SA – BEWARE OF 
BACKYARD  BLENDERS



Tyre pressures

 Recommended tyre pressures are the result of a 

professional load study that is specific to the area 

of operation.

 It’s not just a case of max pressure all round

 Tyres are the third biggest operating cost and can 

be a cause of serious downtime

 Operating sites must be walked on foot before 

entering with a vehicle



Air cleaners

Dust is an inherent factor of African operating conditions

1. The level of ambient dust concentration can easily overwhelm other factors in terms of influence on

engine wear and other components in the construction industry

2. Too frequent air filter change intervals can double engine wear rate, especially if changed within the

first 30% of the air filter’s life.

Standing instructions for any driver must include –

 Never remove or adjust any components fitted to an air cleaning system – this must be left to qualified

technicians.

 Responsibility to report excessive exhaust smoke, in terms of colour and operational occurrence

 Checking the position of an air restriction indicator every day and report signals this device is sending.



Equipment & Body Mountings

A ladder-frame chassis – a truck’s spinal column

Every component that makes up 

a truck is attached to a ladder –

frame chassis where two 

channel-frame side members are 

held together with cross-

members that are either 

welded, riveted or bolted to the 

chassis. 



The role of the cargo body sub-frame on top of the chassis

The sub-frame must also always be a  single-piece continuous section .  Never ever mount a 

crane and a truck body on two distinctly separate sub-frames – the chassis will eventually crack 

where the two sub-frames meet.  Wooden inserts are not recommended

The front of the steel sub-frame must taper or  use a cut-out 

insert to  minimise stress on the truck chassis top flange 

1 – sub-frame

2 – truck chassis



 U-BOLTS ARE STRICTLY PROHIBITED ON ALL ISUZU TRUCKS!

 This is a hang-over from the past in body mounting where U-

bolts were in general use as a fastening system and over-torqued 

bolts create stress points while bending chassis flanges

 The use of wood in sub-frames is an absolute no-no. Wood not 

only collapses with loading, it shrinks with the passage of time 

and require continuous fastening. 



The Isuzu Truck Directive for Body & Equipment 

Mounting is obtained by first registering on the 

website underneath the engineering tab and undergoing 

an audit.

http://www.automx.co.za/isuzumotors.php
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OHS ACT - A DRIVER’S SEAT IS A WORK-STATION

In the event of incident the onus is on the 
employer to disprove negligence and that 
he took all reasonable precautions to 
avoid it, including the observance of any
recognised codes of practice, even those 
that have not been formally incorporated 
into statute law.



OHS Act
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Construction Regulations 2003 - Reg 21

 All vehicles used to transport persons or 

material on or off site for construction work 

must be equipped with a reversing alarm

 Daily vehicle inspection by a competent 

person is mandatory







Things not to do 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQVMjI9BGj4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQVMjI9BGj4



